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Look no further for your 2017 summer read!High up in the sun soaked hills of the Greek Island of

Orino, An Island Too Small is a tale of suspense and emotion which unravels the complex webs

woven over years by unfulfilled lovers and dishonest friends.When NefeliÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mother dies,

much to her surprise, she discovers she is to inherit a cottage on Orino Island. Nefeli's parents

didn't ever talk about life on the island, and it is only as Nefeli begins to acquaint herself with her

new home that their reasons for secrecy start to become clear.Set up in the townÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hill

tops, many steps up from the port, Nefeli's new neighbour Adonis and his cantankerous mother

Koula live next door, sharing just two rooms between them. Adonis, yet to find his way in the world,

is a handsome man who makes a living providing company for female tourists and then selling the

gifts they buy for him. But it's hardly a steady job and Adonis regularly lives hand to mouth.Not one

to be taken in by good looks, Nefeli finds there is a strong connection with Adonis which is more

than skin deep, and it is a connection that neither of them can ignore. But their lives are already

intertwined more than they realise and Koula has other ideas, going to great lengths to keep Nefeli

and Adonis apart.What secrets are being harboured by Koula, driving her to stop a burgeoning

love? What will Nefeli and Adonis discover about their past, and will they be able to defy

KoulaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s meddling?As tensions build and dark goings on are exposed, find out if love can

prevail over deceit.
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I would hope that the person who put up that first review about the editing of this book realizes by

now that it was a mistake and will read the updated version and edit her review. I loved it. Did not

put it down till I was finished but that is the way for me with all of Sara's books. Love meeting new

friends and old friends again. The descriptions of the people, the scenery, the food, drinks and

surroundings bring you to Greece. Makes me want to go there and visit with all friends I met and eat

there and take in the view. Look forward to the next time I can return in Sara 's next book.

Sara has written another wonderful book. The characters, the story, the sights and smells of Greece

are beautifully written. The punctuation and typo errors were due to the wrong version of the book

being published and Sara has assured her readers these will be corrected. Nevertheless, I love this

book and cannot wait for the next one! Thank you, Sara!

Sara has done it again and I am so glad! I love getting lost in this series and love revisiting old

friends and making new ones. It always feels like going home even if I've never been to Greece. Her

books create a longing in me to go there and become a part of the family of the Greek Island series.

Each of the books can stand alone, but I am drawn to the rest of the stories and can't wait for the

next one! Thank you Sara for sharing your gift with us!

Every book I read instantly becomes my favorite! No exception this time'. It felt as though I had

joined old friends and was catching up on their lives. This book has it all... the lovely prose,

descriptive word pictures of the Greek Islands and bigger than life characters that are so real that I'd

expect to recognize them should I visit. The suspense in this novel made me just refuse to put it

down until I read the last word!! Bravo, Sara! You outdid yourself again. Blessings to you!

Love Conquers, Comforts and Ignites EmotionsHere I go again, praising the writings of a truly gifted

author. Sara Alexi continues to reach a place deep inside our souls with the complexities of her

characters and the lives they lead. "An Island Too Small" can be the literal or metaphorical island

we all live on where perceptions and old feelings impact relationships and how we view the world



around us. I never quite realize that I an thinking so deeply as I find simple enjoyment in the imagery

created throughout the story. It livens all of the senses. A braying donkey, stone homes nestled

among hillsides and lively tavernas tucked alongside fishing boats in the port. I can smell the ouzo

and fresh catch of the day. I can hear the sounds of Mikis Theororakis over the hum of the tourists. I

can find comfort in the warmth of the sun and the call of the local fruit seller. The power of love

reaches new heights in this book.Thank you Sara!

A lovely, real, enchanting novel! What havoc bitterness and shame can wreak in the world! And yet,

and yet... No, I can't tell you more and spoil the story! The only bad thing I can ever say about a

Sara Alexi novel is that I can't read them slowly enough, and they are over too soon! Not that I won't

go back and read it again in a couple of days to savor the rich and beautiful imagery. ;)

Another wonderful Greek Village story. Sara never disappoints. I read the first copy which did have

typos and misspellings, etc, but it didn't detract from the beautiful story. I always look forward to one

of Sara's books to cleanse the grit from my eyes after reading a thriller/mystery. Her characters are

believable and memorable. I love her work.

Another amazing book published by Sara Alexi. I just love the whole Greek Village series. You feel

like you are right there with her explicive discriptions. I always look forward to her new books so I

can have a Greek vacation.
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